Record Keeping Made Easy…
(or at least Tolerable)

Tired of:





Re-entry of records from calving books to computer
Out dated records that are simply not accurate
Last minute catch-up to print necessary field reports
Loosing critical treatment information or cattle
movements from location to location

Record:

Then Use…

Pocket Cow Sense to
turnthis
this…
Can turn
...






Breeding Data
Preg Check Data
Calving Data
Weighing Data
(BW,WW,YW etc.)

 Herd Heath and
Treatments
 Cattle locations
 Shipping or
movement data
 Inventory Work Lists

Into this…

Export to Cow Sense for
powerful reports and
analysis!

A Pocket PC equipped with Bluetooth communications allows you to use a wireless EID Reader to scan EIDs
onto calf records or “lookup” records of either calves or cows.
Scan EIDs when processing a group of cattle to create a “Work List” of EID numbers. Then import this data
into Cow Sense to update cattle records, inventories by location, change locations, create a shipment listing
or record group processing information.
(Requires a Pocket PC with Windows Mobile 5 or 6 Operating System and a Cow Sense installation on your desktop or laptop computer)

Recording Calving Data is easy with…
Pocket Cow Sense
Locate Calf or Cow record by
the find feature, scroll the list
or scan the Cow EID.
Easily navigate between entry
pages at the bottom of the
screen

Breeding E-Forms
simplify breeding
record management
from planning the
mating to recording
the event!
Important reference
information is at your
fingertips.

Data entry is simple as
repetitive information defaults
to that from the previously
entered record.

Seedstock producers
can also access
pedigrees and EPD’s
Fully EID compatible
for finding an animal
or adding an EID tag
to an animal.

Important reference points are also available about the
Dam such as Cow Group, Age Remarks and Breeding.

Weighing E-Forms make recording
weights a snap!
Either look-up the existing calf
record by visual ID or EID, and
record the weight!
Record weaning, yearling, and
any 2 interim weights, as well
as feedlot-in weights.
Connect your pocket PC to an
electronic scale head to drop
the weights directly into Pocket
Cow Sense!

The Work List
allows you to
record location
movements, either
by scanning the
EID or recording
the Visual ID

Other E-Forms for recording pregnancy
status (Preg Check) and individual
vaccinations or herd health (Treatments)
provide accurate recording of critical data.
Includes the Pocket Cow Sense Desktop
application to easily move data from Cow
Sense to handheld and back.
Runs on any Pocket PC with Windows®
operating system.
Contact us today to learn more about how you can go mobile
with Pocket Cow Sense! Buy online at the Cow Sense Store.

245 S 84th Street, Suite 218
Lincoln, NE 68510
(800) 584-0040

www.cowsense.com
E-mail: info@midwestmicro.com
Midwest MicroSystems is dedicated to improve the economic position and success of
our customers by providing the most current, highest quality, integrated information
management systems for the beef industry…

